
Chapter VI
 

Aaron discusses the compositional tools he uses to create contrast, 
as well as his use of  common tones and approach notes.
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In this final section of  the “Art of  Composition” series of

this masterclass, Aaron guides us through how he might

compose a tune in real time. As Aaron points out, you can

simply start with creating a game for yourself  where you’re 

going to follow a specific rule throughout the entire piece

or for the beginning of  the piece until you reach a new 

section. section. 

To write this new tune, Aaron decides that he’s going to move

one note chromatically upwards for each chord. Starting with

the note ‘C,’ he begins with Ab major. Then for ‘C#,’ he

changes the chord to Esus. For ‘D,’ the chord is Eb-Maj7. 

For ‘D#,” he moves to D7alt. For ’E’ he moves to

a F#-7 chord, then on ‘F’ he goes to an Amaj7#5. After

coming up with this coming up with this general progression, you can then branch

out from the notes in the right hand to create a more involved

melody. Using the top note to guide the voicings in the left

hand was simply a rule to think up of  a new progression.

He then plays the progression backwards to get a taste of

what it may feel and sound like then. Aaron also mentions

that you can have common tones where the chords move

intuitintuitively beneath the same note in some sort of  intervalic

structure. To domenstrate what this sort of  tune may sound

like, Aaron plays through one of  his previously written

compositions titled “Chronos.” The ultimate lesson here is

that conmposition is a process which works best when

logic and intuition are combined.
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“There’s a certain degree
of  intuition and structure
involved with composition.”
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ASK YOUR MENTOR

Interact with other users on the website and ask questions! 

Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you 

through your musical journey. The best student will be

selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of  

their choice.    
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•   Using the next page, write a new tune using the 

    common tones concept or chromatic motion concept

    in this chapter. Continue refining this tune and the tune

    you previously wrote in the first “Art of  Composition.”

•   Moving melody note chromatically and harmonizing

    the movement in the left hand

•   Improvising over a progression generated from a rule

    to branch out of  it and make the melody more intricate

•   Use common tones in the right hand melody instead

•   Create interalic rules for the left hand progression
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